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ABSTRACT 

Migrating analog architectures and equipments to network architectures is underway all across 

the globe.  There is no doubt, a modern instrument must fit the network environment or simply 

will not be procured.  Yet, funding constraints temper wholesale changes to net-centric technolo-

gies.  The last analog stronghold in our data center is the oscillograph.  Over 50 Gould TA 6000 

Oscillographs reside at White Sands Missile Range.  These are digital implementations of analog 

recorders, hence require analog signaling. Digital telemetry data (most common format) must be 

converted to analog to drive an oscillograph that converts analog back to digital to plot the data. 

The oscillograph’s interface board may be “hacked” by removing the Analog to Digital Con-

verter (ADC) gaining direct access to the digital signal path.  This idea was worth attempting as 

the prospect of replacing that many recorders with the newer network driven oscillographs is 

costly hence remote. 

This paper’s topic is the conversion of the hardware and a discussion on software issues.  

Though not pretty, it does preserve the large recorder investment for the time being.  Issues with 

analog signaling, such as noise, drift and ground loops are gone.  A commercial ethernet to digi-

tal adapter drives the new digital interface and transforms the recorder into an net-centric instru-

ment.   
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BACKGROUND 

At the Range Control Center (RCC) telemetry functions are performed in the iTDC and in four 

display cells, isolating the telemetry processing equipment from the display equipment.  Data 

display rendering is done in what is referred to as a “Display Cell”.  Containing only display de-

vices, analysts are not distracted with other equipments and personnel.  Best Source Selectors, 

Frame Synchronizers, Decommutators, Processors, Disk and PCM Recorders reside in the iTDC 

forwarding only the data to be displayed.  Figure 1 depicts the   typical configuration of oscil-

lographs in each Display Cell. 
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Display Cell 

Each Display Cell houses at least 16 Oscillographs, 14 Graphics displays and 6 Graphics work-

stations. Each Oscillograph renders up to 16 analog and 16 discrete traces and so a cell requires 

up to 256 12 bit Digital to Analog Converters (DAC) and 512 signal cables.  There are four cells 

so you get an idea of the amount of equipment and maze of cables needed to make this work.  A 

network driven recorder requires only one network cable (no DACs) and reduces the complexity 

considerably.   

  

Figure 1  Analog System Layout 

Oscillograph Recorder 

A cursory review of the Gould 6000 Thermal Array Oscillograph Recorder (shown in Figure 2) 

documentation shows that it is truly a digital recorder and only the signal interfaces are analog.  

The Interface Module installed in the recorder itself is mostly digital.  An analog channel may be 

configured digitally from the keypad, adjusting the offset and gain.  The signal is filtered, applied 

to an ADC, and plotted digitally.  Discrete signals are input directly as TTL signals via separate 

connector. 

To test our theory, we lifted an ADC chip off the interface mother board and connected directly 

to the solder pads.  There was a Ready/Convert hand shaking signal we ignored and we simply 

applied highs or lows to the solder pads and watched the trace move around accordingly.   

The oscillograph documentation is sparse and without additional information a more elegant so-

lution wasn’t in the cards.  At least, we had a digital port, not quite a network solution.  It turns 

out, a bidirectional interface adapter card is available that will take an Ethernet input and deliver 

128 bits.  If we limited the project to 8 channels (8X12bits) no additional multiplexing would be 
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needed and each channel could be driven directly.  There are enough bits left over to allow con-

trol of the recorder.  The adapter card, ICS 8013 (ICS Electronics) is available for around $500.  

The card is relatively small uses 5VDC and offers 150 pin and RJ45 connector interfaces. 

  

 

Figure 2  Gould TA6000 Oscillograph 

Project Design 

At this point, the experiment became a project.  Most of the project needs could be consolidated 

on a new printed circuit board (PCB) that would carry the ICS 8013 and interface it to the re-

corder.  A prototype Carrier Board would be made to evaluate the modification and gauge cost.  

The recorder’s existing interface board consists of a mother/Daughter board combination.  The 

daughter board is mostly a digitally controlled analog amplifier interface and the actual digitiza-

tion is performed on the mother board. 

Carrier Board     

The existing daughter board is replaced by the carrier board.  It satisfies the mother board inter-

locks, powers and houses the ICS 8013 plus any additional logic.  The carrier card consolidates 

interconnections between the ICS 8013 to the ADC solder pads, discrete event connector and the 

Recorder’s auxiliary connector as depicted in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.  Carrier Board Functional Diagram 

Interface Mother Board 

The interface Module mother board modifications require ADC removal and a header installed in 

their place.  The operation is nondestructive and reversible.  Each header mates with an associ-

ated PCB/cable, in-turn mating with the Carrier Board.  The carrier board then interfaces these 

signals to the ICS 8013.  

Carrier Board Auxiliary Connector Interface 

The recorder’s auxiliary connector (on CPU Board Panel) provides some remote operational con-

trol facility and is currently interfaced to a remote control panel.  This panel allows a single op-

erator to command one or all the Cell’s oscillograph recorders to drive paper, select paper speed 

and stop.  IRIG B Coded Time is provided to the recorder via this connector.  Figure 4 is a sim-

plified diagram of the existing control system. 

Now, the Auxiliary Port will instead interface with the Carrier board and recorder control may be 

invoked via the ICS 8013 from any computer on the network.  There are several external control 

bits that can control the recorder.  There are five external speed control bits, One Chart Drive 

On/Off control bit, One Grid Line Control Bit, and the recorder also provides two alarm bits that 

will be monitored.  It makes sense to add logic to permit a “Pass Thru” mode preserving the 

original remote control panel utility, using the original cable and connector.  There is one excep-

tion; the cable coming from the remote control panel will no longer carry the timing signal.  The 

IRIG B Coded Time will be connected directly to a BNC connector the on the Carrier Board 

Connector panel and routed directly into the Auxiliary Connector on the same panel, as shown in 

Figure 5.  Once the new Control interface is developed the existing remote control panel and as-

sociated cabling may be discarded. 
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Figure 4  Existing Oscillograph System Control 

Partnering Up 

Preliminary assessment of the task was that it is straight forward with little apparent risk.  The 

first crude tests functioned satisfactorily, with no handshaking attempted.  8 bits are reserved for 

handshaking using the ADC’s Ready/Convert signal if needed, to ensure that the bits will be sta-

ble when passed to the recorder.  However, the handshake logic may be added at a later time to 

resolve that issue if needed. 

White Sands did not have facility to produce the carrier boards or modify the existing Interface 

Board (surface mount ADC’s), so the Physical Sciences Laboratory (PSL) at New Mexico State 

University (NMSU)  was invited to collaborate.  PSL offers excellent surface mount work, cir-

cuit board layout and design. 

Software 

Now that the recorder has an Ethernet interface, software is needed to make the instrument func-

tional.  The ICS 8013 may be configured using a number of popular protocols.  Transferring data 

over Ethernet is limited by the 10BAS100 network technology used  by the ICS 8013.  The re-

corder writes 8 samples per mm, so the recorder itself must histogram (Min/Max) as well as fil-

ters the data for each trace.  The filter provides anti-aliasing, and the histograming ensures that 

the waveforms are adequately represented even at low chart speeds.    The software need not per-

form these functions, but doing so reduces the network traffic significantly allowing more Oscil-

lographs to be driven over a single network.  Another advantage is that we can use our software 

that currently drives the Cell C AstroMed oscillographs over the network with only modest 

modifications.  There is no data degradation due to histograming or filtering the signal twice.  

The oscillograph writes 8 samples per mm of paper movement and so at the highest anticipated 
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record speed (100 mm/sec), the software must send 800 minimums and 800 maximums each 

second for each trace.  If the recorder is operated at a lower speed, the recorders onboard histo-

gramming functions normally and appropriately represent the signal, It is not necessary to adjust 

histogram period and lower the data rate, as would be required if onboard functions were dis-

abled. 

 

 

Figure 5  Auxiliary Connector Signal Detail 

 

There is enough recorder control via the Auxiliary port to justify developing Control Software.   

When the Control Software application is not needed (such as for local testing) a switch places 

the auxiliary connector logic in bypass so that the manual switch panel may be used to control 

the recorder.  A conceptual Graphical Interface is shown (Figure 6) depicting how the 54 oscil-

lographs in the iTDC might be controlled.  Cell grouping is preserved yet any oscillograph may 

be placed in close control (hooked) as shown.  The application supplies the vertical gridline bit 

so that gridlines are time synchronized and may be written for any event as well.  The Control 

application listens to mission time (Countdown Clock) on the network and sequences 1 or all 54 

oscillographs as needed. 
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Figure 6  Updated Oscillograph System Control Interface 

Programatics 

Replacing the EMR 8350 System with a modern DAC system is easier, but this project enables 

added integration and automation.  Normally an operator is needed in every cell to initiate oscil-

lograph services.  This places additional verbal traffic on the communications nets, detract from 

the operation in addition to requiring manpower.  Each recorder uses a unique IP address on the 

network it resides on and may be addressed by any other network appliance, meaning that an 

event or parameter may be written directly to an oscillograph from anywhere on the range that 

the network exists.  For example, the receiver AGC from a remote sites J67 (50 miles away) 

maybe recorded and displayed in the iTDC.  This seemingly trivial example provides nearly in-

stant feedback on a projectiles transmitter performance and of the Range’s tracker performance. 

The decision to “modify” vs. “replace” is easy if there is low risk in terms of potential recorder 

damage and the investment in software coding.  The software coding was underway for the Cell 

C AstroMed oscillographs, anyway.   These recorders have their own protocol but are similar.  

AstroMed asks for Min-Max pairs just as we would expect.  So the development on the Control 

application and the recorder driver may be developed in parallel and independently of the re-

corder modifications.  The recorder modification capitalizes satisfactorily on the software effort 

already in place. 
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Paper Media Demise 

The decision to use the Astromed recorders in Cell C was based on the relatively large LCD dis-

play that renders the oscillographic virtualization.  In most cases the actual paper media record is 

not viewed in real time but kept as an archival copy.  Meaning that real time chart printing is not 

needed.  What this implies is that there is little reason to use velocity driven recorders, printers 

will soon displace them since they are much cheaper and deliver precision color plots in a rea-

sonable time.  This is much like displacing high speed light beam oscillographs with the thermal 

array oscillographs by using memory techniques to synthetically create “high speed” charts.  

Once the “real time” requirement is relaxed, other solutions arise. 

The iTDC is at work on what we call the “integrated Data Display” (iDD) based on 30 inch high 

resolution LCD Apple Cinema Displays driven by G5 computers.  Several displays may be 

driven by one computer and the data comes from a software decommutator (SoftDecom) running 

on the display system itself.  Since SoftDecom processing is more than adequately met by the 

computer, the additional computer capacity is used to generate the virtual oscillograph display(s) 

on the large screen(s).   

Multiple displays may reside on the same display for that matter; the oscillographic virtualization 

may coexist with other graphics virtualizations including 3D models on the same screen, or in 

the background by letting the oscillograph virtualization exhibit “transparency”.  The large LCD 

screen allows fairly large histories (entire flights) to be displayed along with scrolling representa-

tions for additional resolution.  Color Printers may duplicate anything that is on the screen and 

the color plotting is precise, unlike the velocity driven recorders used now.  

CONCLUSION 

The result of this exercise will be improved performance, reliability and integration as well as 

displacing quite a bit of cabling as well as over a thousand Digital to Analog Converters.  In their 

place  will be a single switch and sixteen Cat 5 cables (per Display Cell) and a single control 

computer.  This simpler system should satisfy the near term needs of the iTDC Display Cell until 

the next generation iDD is ready.  Authors maybe reached at juan.m.guadiana@us.army.mil, je-

sus.benitez@us.army.mil and dwight.tiqui@us.army.mil for any additional information. 
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Figure 7  Laura Ludovic and Dave Castro (Caelum-Unitec) test oscillographs. 
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